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Unemployment, ‘Kuwaitization’
on top of Assembly panel’s agenda

Health ministry launches electronic prescriptions system
By A Saleh 

KUWAIT: Head of the National Assembly’s
human resources committee MP Khalil Al-
Saleh said the committee members will be
reelected to resume its duties in the new
term. “The committee plays a major role in
resolving the problem of unemployment
and replacing expatriates with citizens,” he
said. Furthermore, the lawmaker noted that
much more work is still needed to be done
and that the committee will contact con-
cerned bodies to get the latest statistics
about the total numbers of unemployed citi-
zens, their qualifications, age and gender
categories, the total number graduates and
new recruits over the past five years. 

Electronic prescriptions
Health Minister Sheikh Dr Basel Al-

Sabah said the experimental use of elec-

tronic prescriptions at Sabah Al-Ahmad
cardiac disease and Al-Rashed allergy cen-
ters was successful. Speaking to reporters,
he explained that the e-prescription system
will help achieve safety for patients, save
public funds, avoid medicine repetition,
medical errors, regulate prescriptions, track
medicine consumption rates and reserves in
various pharmacies and warehouses.

Sheikh Basel added that the system will
also facilitate the prescribing process,
dose calculation, prepare statistics and
limit the use of smuggled and fake medica-
tions. “The new system will use the health
ministry’s iCloud app and tablets to read
patients’ smart civil IDs and prescribe the
right medicine,” he explained, noting that
the system will also send dashboard warn-
ings to all platforms and emails to both
doctors and patients. Sheikh Basel added
that the new system will enable doctors to

get l ists of medicines prescribed for
patients with chronic diseases every two
months and up to every six months before
reexamining them. 

Sanitary Drainage Company 
The Ministry of Public Works and the

Kuwait Authority for Partnership Projects
are scheduled to sign a contract by the end
of this month for the Um Al-Haiman
Sanitary Drainage Company, which was
established by the Ministry of Commerce
and Industry and deposited 25 percent of
its KD 45 million capital in a local bank.
Notably, the project will serve areas to the
south of the Sixth Ring Road - Sabah Al-
Ahmad, Riqqa, Mubarak Al-Kabeer and Um
Al-Haiman, said informed sources.  

LED lamps
In a statement it issued yesterday, the

Ministry of Electricity and Water
announced starting to replace sodium
lamps on various Kuwait streets with LED
lamps. The ministry added the total power
currently needed to illuminate various
streets is 106.3 megawatts, and that using
LED lamps will save around 71 percent of
the power consumed, with an estimated
annual cut in cost of KD 10 million. The
ministry also noted that coordination is in
progress with various government bodies
to use LED lamps in their projects.  

Policeman chased
A policeman reported that someone in

an SUV chased him from Fintas to Salwa
waving a gun at him, said security sources.
The policeman added the motorist chasing
him deliberately hit his vehicle several
times, shouting orders to pull over before
he disappeared when the policeman

refused to stop his vehicle. The policeman
provided the suspect’s license plate number
pending further investigations. 

By Abdellatif Sharaa

KUWAIT: Intervention radiology, spinal column and
chronic diseases consultant Dr Waleed Al-Hajji said
treatment with ozone is considered among the success-
ful treatments for herniated disc and many diseases,
because ozone is an inhibitor of viruses and kills bacte-
ria, fungi, parasites and others, adding that this treat-
ment is compatible with 90 percent of cases in Kuwait.

Hajji said ozone refreshes the immune system
and boosts its efficiency, and contributes to the
vital ity of the body’s organs and cells. This is
because it increases the amount of oxygen avail-
able for the cells. It also reduces pain and calms
nerves , bes ides  improv ing  metabo l i sm  and

increasing the concentration of antioxidants. 
Hajji said ozone is also used in the treatment of back

pain, sciatica and herniated disc. It is known that the
herniated disc presses on the nerves, which causes
symptoms in the upper or lower limbs. This pressure
against the nerves is responsible for pain in the limbs,
while pressure on nerve roots is responsible for numb-
ness. This pressure or nerves responsible for movement
causes a feeling of heaviness and sometimes muscle
contractions.

Dr Hajji stressed that treatment with ozone some-
times is the solution for many diseases such as rheuma-
tism, disc, ulcerative colon, diabetic foot, multiple scle-
rosis, Alzheimer’s, Parkinson’s, asthma and many others.
He said treatment with ozone improves blood circula-
tion locally, which reduces swelling, so pain subsides. It
also releases the body’s natural painkillers endorphins,
so muscle contraction disappears and the patient
becomes comfortable.

He added medical ozone reacts with the herniated
disc, which leads to the reduction of the disc size.
Pressure against nerve roots will be reduced, leading to
recovery. Hajji said treatment with ozone is safe and
does not have side effects. It has been in use in Kuwait

for a while and was proven successful, because it is not
like cortisone and chemical painkillers that are not
devoid of side effects, but doses must be accurate and
administered by specialists. He said there are three
ways to use ozone - through the bloodstream, local
injection or enema. 

Ozone treatment
suitable for nearly
90% cases in Kuwait
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By Meshaal Al-Enezi 

KUWAIT: As part of its continuous campaigns in pri-
vate residential areas to evict “bachelors”, Capital
municipality inspection teams warned 15 homeowners
letting houses to bachelors. Acting head of the viola-
tions follow-up department Abdullah Al-Qallaf said 15
owners had been warned to evict bachelors, power was
disconnected in four houses inhabited by bachelors and
others were evicted from three houses. 

Camping insurance
Head of the Jahra committee at the Municipal

Council Ahmed Hadayyan demanded amending article
12 of the resolution made by the committee supervising
camping procedures and reduce the insurance deposit
from KD 300 to only KD 100 per 1,000 meters or less,
to be refunded after removing the camp and cleaning
the site. Speaking at a workshop held to discuss camp-
ing locations in Jahra, Hadayyan said EPA did not
attend the workshop despite its vital role in protecting
the environment at campsites. He added the workshop
also discussed allocating locations for entrepreneurs at
these sites. 

Homeowners
warned for housing
‘bachelors’

KUWAIT: Informed sources said there is coor-
dination between the Dhaman hospitals com-
pany and health ministry to implement health
insurance on certain expats who will receive
services at Dhaman hospitals in 2020 to coin-
cide with their opening. It said the insurance
premium will be KD 130 for each individual
and will include expats who work in the private
sector and their children.

The insurance will cover examinations, x-
ray and medicine, the source said, adding that
the law does not indicate the party that will
present health care for expatriates on visit
visas after activating the Dhaman system. As
for dependents, the sources explained that it
depends on the stand of the company the per-
son who has family members on dependent
visas works for.  Meanwhile, the sources said a
media campaign will be announced to inform
people about the mechanism of health insur-
ance and treatment, adding that the current
pricing at Dhaman clinics is similar to that in
the private health sector. — Al-Anbaa

KD 130 health
insurance for
expats in 2020

KUWAIT: Kuwait Environment Public
Authority (EPA) and United Nations
Environment Program (UNEP) signed
yesterday a memorandum of coopera-
tion. The agreement addresses a num-
ber of environmental issues including
climate change, desertification, sand-
storms, chemicals and waste manage-
ment. The memorandum aims to
improve the environmental situation in
the country through cooperation with
relevant UN organizations, said EPA’s
Director General and Chairman Sheikh
Abdullah Al-Ahmad Al-Humoud Al-
Sabah. In a speech he delivered after
the signing ceremony, Sheikh Abdullah
Al-Sabah noted that the memorandum
includes holding intensive meetings that
enhance technical and human capabili-
ties, environmental awareness and man-
agement.

It also covers organizing courses,
projects and joint activities to benefit
from global experiences. The memoran-
dum includes the establishment of a

regional climate center and a support
body for environmental work in Kuwait,
which contributes positively to the
development of environmental work, he
added. The memorandum, which lasts
for two years and can be renewed, will
result in projects related to climate
change, combating desertification, deal-
ing with waste, increasing green cover
and increasing environmental aware-
ness in society, he affirmed. This coop-
eration will help to develop the work of
the Commission in order to implement
the Sustainable Development Goals,
cooperate with the Supreme Council for
Planning, and continue working with the
UN, EPA Director noted.

In a similar speech, Director and
Regional Representative of UNEP for
West Asia Sami Dimassi, said that this
memorandum is the first step to
improve the environmental situation in
Kuwait, and the EPA is keen and serious
in dealing with various environmental
issues. He pointed out that the meetings

held in this regard will help to consult
on the establishment of a specialized
environmental center in the country. He
stressed the importance of cooperation
in light of the enormous environmental
challenges faced by the region since the
last decade, and this cooperation con-
firms the commitment of both parties to

protect the environment. Dimassi
praised Kuwait’s leading role in interna-
tional forums through its commitment to
more than 20 multilateral environmental
agreements, noting that this memoran-
dum will achieve the objectives set
within the framework of the New
Kuwait 2035 vision. —KUNA

KUWAIT: The Kuwaiti Health Ministry yesterday
dismissed reports on the outbreak of influenza pan-
demic at Adan Hospital. The ministry said in a press
release that reported flu cases fall within expected
rates during the periods of weather fluctuations and
seasonal changes, reassuring that necessary drugs
involving pills and syrup are available at pharmacies
and stores. Preventive vaccines against seasonal
influenza are also accessible at preventive health
centers and vaccination clinics nationwide, according
to the release. Urging citizens to use preventive vac-
cines, the Health Ministry assured that it is closely
monitoring the reported cases of seasonal influenza
and other pandemics. — KUNA
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KUWAIT: EPA and UNEP sign the memorandum of cooperation. — KUNA

NEW YORK: Kuwait affirmed the
need to establish rehabilitation
centers for extremists to al low
them to re-engage in society. This
came in a speech del ivered by
Kuwait’s second secretary Bashar
Al-Muweizri during the United
Nations Security Council’s (UNSC)
session on facing extremism in
prisons late Tuesday. Violent
extremism is more common among
prisoners, especially in prisons
where convicts of terrorism are
jailed, said Muweizri. It is the gov-
ernment’s responsibility to estab-
l ish rehabil i tat ion centers to
change the thinking of these peo-
ple and prevent them from recruit-
ing new members in their groups,
he noted. The secretary added that
the centers must monitor the
extremists’ behavior even after
they f inish their sentence.
Meanwhile, Muwaizri noted the
UNSC article 2396/2017 which
states that prisons are required to
rehabilitate extremist prisoners and
called on countries to maintain a

safe and humane environment
inside prisons. He said that Kuwait
had established al-Salam rehabili-
tation center, providing specialized
programs for extremists. The cen-
ter continues to monitor the
behavior of extremists after getting
out of jail to prevent them from
going back to that path. — KUNA

Extremist convicts need
rehab programs: Kuwait
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KUWAIT: Cybercrimes and hazards
have turned into a major concern for
many States across the globe, a senior
Kuwaiti official affirmed yesterday. New
and advanced modes of hacking emerge
every day, thus they must be dealt with
utmost seriousness, said Minister of Oil,
Electricity and Water Dr Khaled Al-
Fadhel, addressing inauguration of the
Second Gulf Cyber Security
Conference, patronized by His Highness
Prime Minister Sheikh Jaber Al-
Mubarak Al-Hamad Al-Sabah.

The Kuwaiti Government has dedi-
cated maximum attention to this issue
due to its grave hazards to security of
the homeland and the citizens, he said,
citing as a tangible step the full-scale
national scheme for cyber security, cou-
pled with an “integrated executive road
map that warrants continuous, serious
and intensive effort in the coming three
years.” The Government has set up the
Kuwait National Cyber Security Center,
tasked with beefing up the infrastruc-
ture and presenting diverse services to
the State institutions to defend them
against electronic hazards, he said.

Minister Fadhel affirmed that Kuwait
made progress in the Global

Cybersecurity Index (GCI), ranking
72nd, expressing confidence that its
status would improve at this level in the
coming years. The GCI is a composite
index produced, analyzed and pub-
lished by the International
Telecommunication Union (ITU) to
measure commitment of countries to
cybersecurity in order to raise cyberse-
curity awareness. Noting that there has
been mounting dependence on the
internet, information technology and
communications, the minister has
affirmed that this technology is associ-
ated with plentiful hazards and provides
means for offenders to perpetrate
crimes against users; individuals and
institutions.

Such offenses also target States’
security, installations and economies,
thus al l  possible potentials and
resources must be put at disposal of
limiting these electronic dangers, he
called. Meanwhile, Dr Safaa Zaman,
Chairperson of the Kuwaiti Society for
Information Security, called for new
education on using technological means
and social media. The two-day conven-
tion comprises associations, companies
and experts from 10 states. — KUNA
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